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In this paper, we use self-determination theory and its related mini-theories to investigate the influence of sport data on sports experience and motivation in sports. First, we reflect on the use of technology in sports and how sport data thrwarts and promotes motivation in sports. Second, we argue that human–computer interaction (HCI) has been too narrowly focused on the ‘performance’ aspect of sport data. We argue for a more liberal take on sport data, showing that it also relates to motivation in sports through basic human needs. By bridging SportsHCI studies with the insights we gain from self-determination theory, we uncover the interwoven relations between the objective measures that sports technology provides and their motivational aspects for athletes. Our paper ends with five emerging points for attention for SportsHCI that we think can pave the way towards a more holistic approach to considering sport data for motivation in sports.

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

- We demonstrate the value of Self-Determination Theory (SDT) and its sub-theories by critically analysing how sport data shapes sporting experience.
- We explore the impact of sport data on athlete's physical, social, intellectual, and emotional well-being through the lens of SDT.
- We explain how SDT accounts for the use of sport data in athlete flourishing, intrinsic motivation, sport motivation regulation and sport goals and aspirations.
- We introduce an initial definition of “Sport-Data Experience (SDX)” based on SDT and propose research directions for unpacking the dimensions of SDX.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Sport data plays an increasingly important role in the training practices of (amateur) athletes. Apps, sports watches and activity trackers are the most frequently used sports technologies. For example, a recent report valued the global sports watches market at 25.6B in 2021, with a projected growth of 54.9B in 2030. Similar trends are observed for the ‘running apps market’, indicating an upsurge in interest in sport data for sport practice. Researchers in human–computer interaction (HCI), data science and sports science have picked up on this trend by furthering the sensing capabilities of sport wearables, rendering sport data more accurate, reliable and valid in reflecting athletes’ performance and efforts. Wearables no longer only provide users with distance and time measurements; machine learning and miniaturization have enabled such devices to also offer more in-depth metrics on the fly (e.g. ground-contact time) or after training (e.g. recovery time).

Beyond simply tracking, sports technology enables athletes to plan their training, pace their effort during training, and review their performance afterwards (Jowett et al., 2016; Postma et al., 2022). Sport data can even help athletes better understand their training load and recovery, providing in-depth insights into its underlying factors, like sleep quality (Karahanoglu et al., 2021). While the focus of sports technologies is clearly on bettering the performance of the user, we have also witnessed other uses of sport data that drive motivation to play sports (e.g. social sharing). Athletes also report other uses: they use sports technology to compare themselves with others, which serves as a motivator for self-improvement (Kuru, 2016).

Several recent studies addressed the increased and influential role of data use in sporting experience (Menheere et al., 2020; Karahanoglu et al., 2021; Restrepo et al., 2022). We argue...
that although improving data accuracy becomes one of the driving forces of sports technology development (Rapp and Tirabeni, 2020), developing technology is not (just and only) about getting more accurate performance data. It is also about getting meaningful insights into supporting athletes’ experiences regarding their goals, needs and motivations. As a result, from the experiential perspective, the sensemaking of the data (Coşkun and Karahanoglu, 2023) and how the sensemaking feeds back into people’s sports identity and how people engage with sports activity are essential inquiries yet under-addressed.

We argue that seeing sport data as a performance measure only minimally supports sports participation and autotelic experiences (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). This view largely overlooks the experiential side of utilizing sport data. To tackle this limitation, we provide an overview of the experiential and motivational aspects of—and around—sport data. As such, there are different angles to how sport data can support experience and motivation in sports. This paper uses Self-Determination Theory to systematically unpack how sport data interacts with athletes’ social context, self-determination, and motivation.

SDT has been used productively for sports science and HCI studies. For example, Jowett et al. (Jowett et al., 2016) found that satisfaction with Basic Psychological Needs fosters athlete’s sports engagement and reduces the risks of burnout, while Turner et al. (Turner et al., 2022) provide evidence that high intrinsic motivation and athlete’s self-belief work as the key parameters for physical and mental well-being. Rockmann (Rockmann, 2019) described SDT as fitting very well in the context of sports. However, most related work focuses on a performance-oriented perspective (i.e. understanding how performance feedback affects sports motivation [e.g. (Knaving et al., 2015; Kuru, 2016; Havlucu et al., 2019)]). Many of those studies that connect SDT to sports use mainly the Basic Psychological Needs Theory to define how to motivate people towards performance, adherence, training and learning, which we think also does not do full justice to the space of possibilities.

In light of these, to fully grasp the value of sport data for sports participation, we will explore the underlying sub-theories of SDT to illustrate how they can support the experience of and motivational aspects of sport data. Building upon this argument, we believe that SDT has the potential to connect sports science, sports psychology and HCI research in manifesting an agenda for SportsHCI research by creating awareness about the role of sport data in athletes’ motivation. This understanding will lead to new interaction design possibilities with sport data that will address a broader range of values in sports. Therefore, we believe it is worth expanding the role of sport data in sports practice from the lens of SDT.

2. SPORT DATA: DEFINITION AND SCOPE

For some athletes, sport data has a functional role. It serves as immediate feedback that helps athletes improve their performance and skills (e.g. time or scores, as in Fig. 1-A) or prevent injuries (e.g. estimated post-training recovery time). However, sport data is predominantly intangible, and it only makes sense when analysed with and within the sports context (e.g. relative effort calculations, as in Fig. 1-B). We define sport data as the data directly and only related to the athletes health, well-being (physiological, physical and mental) and sporting experience. Therefore, any data collected for, about and within an athlete’s sports performance is sport data (e.g. comparisons of prior sports activities Fig. 1-C and 1-D). Relatedly, data that an athlete collects with a smartwatch during sports (e.g. the heart rate data) is an integral part of understanding one’s performance and is regarded as sport data, just as derived values (e.g. fitness change analysis, e.g. Fig 1-E) and prediction metrics (e.g. race predictions) that sports technology provides. Although such metrics play a significant role in motivation, they are merely entry-level necessities.

Sport data is about how technology analyses and informs athletes about their sports activities and goals. In that sense, it encompasses any data that illustrates the quality of life of athletes (e.g. sleep score that shows the sleep quality or the athletes’ adjusted daily water consumption, as in Fig. 1-F). Sport data is not always quantitative: we also consider qualitative values, such as the words ‘hard’ or ‘easy’ that illustrate the perceived exertion of an athlete, as sport data (e.g. Fig. 1-G, which shows the daily activities of an athlete as well as the ‘maintaining’ training status based on recent activities).

We should highlight that both individual and team sports can benefit from sport data. Data collected with wearables and sensors embedded in the environment is also within our definition of sport data. In some sports contexts, athletes’ physiological data cannot be collected due to the rules and regulations of certain sports. For example, basketball players are generally not allowed to wear any technology during play, so athletes’ HR data cannot be collected during basketball matches. Still, shot statistics (e.g. Home Court3) collected through computer vision or manual annotation and used to inform the athletes and potentially gameplay (Chatham and Mueller, 2013) is also sport data.

We focus on athlete-centric sport data, and therefore, we exclude big data from our definition of sport data when it only informs the gameplay or organizations. Any data that does not directly impact the way athletes experience sports (e.g. big data leveraged for drafting players) and does not inform the athletes about their health or sporting experience is beyond the scope of our definition. For example, the use of soccer data sonification for audience entertainment in a football match (Savery et al., 2019) has nothing to do with the experience, health and well-being of athletes. Therefore, such data is excluded from our definition of sport data.

Within these boundaries, sport data can be represented in numbers, words and graphics (Fig. 1). Athletes interact with the sport data through haptic cues, sounds and visuals that signal them about training performance and goals, which add value to and impact sports motivation.

3. RELATED WORK

3.1. A brief summary of motivation in sports psychology

Each athlete has unique training habits, aspirations and drives to participate in sports (Ogles and Masters, 2000; Vlachopoulos et al., 2000; Clancy et al., 2016). For example, young athletes often mention that learning a new skill or bettering existing skills is a driving factor to participate in sports [e.g. (Sit and Lindner, 2005; Kondric et al., 2013)]. Motivation in sports is a complex and multi-dimensional concept, with various interconnected theories explaining the reasons behind individuals’ engagement, perseverance and performance in athletic activities (McCormick et al., 2019; Taylor et al., 2020). Below, we will summarize some of the most influential theories on motivation, which have ties to sports motivation. These theories, while distinct, collectively provide a holistic view of the motivational landscape in sports psychology.
One of the significant strands of motivation research in sport psychology is Attribution Theory (Weiner, 1985; Weiner, 2012b), which concerns the processes by which people understand, interpret and explain their success and failure in everyday events: It is contended that the interpretation of the past, that is, the perceived causes of prior events, determine what will be done in the future. Attribution Theory typically recognizes four determinants of behavioural outcome (i.e. ability, effort, task difficulty and luck) that can be organized along three causal dimensions (i.e. causal locus, causal stability and causal control). Accordingly, causal locus refers to whether an athlete perceives their success/failure to be attributable to internal factors (e.g. I gave it my all) or external factors (e.g. my opponent was excellent today). Causal stability refers to whether an athlete attributes their success or failure to stable factors (e.g. I am very good at this) or unstable factors (e.g. I was lucky today). Finally, causal control refers to whether attributions are controllable (e.g. I had a good game plan) or not (e.g. the weather conditions were just terrible). For our scope, Attribution Theory is important as it highlights the psychological aspect of motivation, showing how internal and external attributions can shape an athlete’s motivational stance (Le Foll et al., 2008; McAuley and Duncan, 2014).

Need Achievement Theory (NAT) (McClelland, 2015) offers another approach to frame motivation, with clear parallels to Attribution Theory. NAT explains motivation as the interaction between personal attributes (i.e. pursuit of success and avoidance of failure) and situational factors (i.e. probability of success and incentive for success). Accordingly, individuals have a stronger tendency towards the avoidance of failure or towards the realization of success. If the hope of success is perceived to be greater than the fear of failure, people are likely to engage in a particular achievement-oriented activity. In line with these, athletes who are drawn towards success will likely seek out activities that match their skills. For them, winning against an equally skilled opponent feels more rewarding. Conversely, athletes who tend to avoid failure will experience a loss from a similarly skilled opponent more negatively and will likely seek out opponents from which they are either likely to win or likely to lose (Weinberg and Gould, 2023).

Achievement Goal Theory (AGT) provides further insights into motivation by organizing it into task-oriented and ego-oriented motivation (Nicholls, 1984; Dweck, 1986). Task-oriented motivation, or mastery-approach goals, emphasizes personal improvement, learning and skill development. In contrast, ego-oriented motivation, akin to performance-approach goals, focuses on outperforming others, aligning more closely with extrinsic motivation. For AGT, mastery-approach goals are typically linked to higher motivation, more adaptive behaviours and long-term success, suggesting a more sustainable form of motivation than ego-oriented goals (Duda, 1989; Senko et al., 2011; Harwood et al., 2015). Specifically, task-oriented athletes focus more on self-set success achievement criteria. In contrast, ego-involved athletes endorse external criteria (e.g. social approval) more as success criteria in sport experience (Lochbaum and Roberts, 1993).

While AGT distinguishes between goal orientations, Goal-Setting Theory (GST) highlights the effectiveness of setting specific, challenging, and attainable goals (Locke et al., 1981; Locke and Latham, 1990; Locke and Latham, 1994). The core concepts of GST align with task versus ego-oriented goals, as goals can be internally driven (e.g. personal growth) or externally influenced (e.g. achieving recognition) (Locke and Latham, 2019). Relatedly, clear and measurable goals in sports foster a sense of purpose and progress, enhancing an athlete’s drive to pursue a goal (Healy et al., 2018; Jeong et al., 2023).

Finally, Flow Theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) defines a flow state as an autotelic experience that is inherently enjoyable and intrinsically rewarding. Flow Theory is special in sport psychology as it concerns a state of mind that athletes might experience
in sports. When athletes experience a flow state, movements feel effortless and performance becomes optimal (Jackson and Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). One of the principal preconditions to experiencing flow is that one’s skills match the (physical) challenges of the activities, which results in athletes’ full engagement in their athletic performance that involves an ideal balance among focus, enjoyment, the challenges of the competitive situation and the athlete’s skills. (Carter et al., 2013).

Over the past four decades, Self-Determination Theory has established itself as one of the most influential theories on human motivation, personality development and wellness (Ryan and Deci, 2018g) in psychology and beyond [e.g. (Tyack and Mekler, 2020)]. SDT and its mini theories merge many aspects of human motivation in one unifying framework that links to established motivation frameworks. Its strength lies in its ability to integrate the internal psychological states of an athlete with their external environment (Standage, 2012; Standage and Ryan, 2020). Therefore, for the current paper, SDT provides a comprehensive and actionable framework that encapsulates the key elements of the above-described theories while also considering the athlete’s broader social context. Section 4 will elaborate on how SDT integrates and expands upon these concepts in data-driven sports motivation. Before that, in the next section, we will illustrate how incorporating technology into sports broadens the complexity of motivation in sports.

3.2. Role of sports tracking in sports and sport motivation

Over the past years, sports tracking technology, which ranged from wearables to sophisticated data analytics, each playing a unique role in shaping an athlete’s performance landscape (Liebermann et al., 2002; Vidal et al., 2021; Mencarini et al., 2022) has significantly influenced the way athletes train, compete and stay motivated (Haake, 2009; Dyer, 2015). Athletes can now monitor their athletic performance, track their progress and set personalized, specific and achievable goals through technology.

Currently, there are various forms of collecting sports data that help athletes manage their physical and mental well-being. For example, activity trackers (e.g. smart watches or fitness trackers) facilitate monitoring athletes’ physiological responses, like stress levels (Rapp and Tirabeni, 2020), sleep quality (Simim et al., 2020) and estimated recovery times, which is essential for sports activity monitoring (Lee et al., 2017). Examples expand with recommender systems that help marathon runners manage their training load and can help them improve their performance (Berndsen et al., 2020). Through real-time posture and technique-related feedback (Schiewe et al., 2020), such systems help runners analyse and evaluate their running technique-related measurements (Kiss et al., 2017). All these possibilities provide insights into fitness levels and recovery suggestions and help reduce overuse-related injuries (Dellaserra et al., 2014). With those developments, it is now easier for athletes to make lifestyle adjustments and ensure that they are in optimal shape for training and competition (Rapp and Tirabeni, 2020).

Sports tracking also facilitates evidence-based training, allowing athletes to make data-driven decisions about their training and training plans (Mencarini et al., 2019). Performance data analysis instantly facilitates observing correlations between specific training practices and their outcomes, enabling athletes to tailor their training plans more effectively (Halson, 2014; West et al., 2021; Feely et al., 2023). Besides, data-driven training personalization optimizes athletic performance and ensures that athletes remain motivated even when they face physical and mental challenges (Rapp and Tirabeni, 2020). For example, Wozniak et al. (Wozniak et al., 2018) envisioned that sport data can provide athletes with ‘reference points’ to compare their performance and reflect upon. They argued that using data would enhance athletes’ overall experience in participating sports. Such self-reflection, when managed positively, can be a significant motivational factor.

Gamification is generally used as an external element for motivating individuals (Knaving et al., 2018; Postma et al., 2023). However, for the sports context, the data and the gamification elements may also foster intrinsic motivation. For example, Bentvelzen et al. (2022) found that gamified social sports platforms like Zwift foster ‘fair’ competition while engaging in virtual cycling activity in a (geographically) distributed fashion. The same study reported the motivational effects of seeing the live trend of several cycling-related metrics (e.g. speed and cadence) on cyclists. Knaving et al. (Knaving et al., 2018) indicate that even highly motivated sporters can find a gamification system relevant to their sports training, which can provide motivation and quantifiable sports goals.

Reviewing one’s physical activity data and seeing the achievement goals was found to help individuals plan their upcoming activities (Niess et al., 2021). On the other hand, playing sports is a relaxing activity for many individuals, and Knaving et al. (2015) argue that building interactive systems that support only the sports goals might undermine the sporters’ internal motivations for doing sports. Receiving exclusive data and feedback about the sports practice might be perceived to be against the values of sporting challenges that athletes wish to experience in sports like climbing (Mencarini et al., 2016).

Rapp and Tirabeni (Rapp and Tirabeni, 2018) found that sport data can enlighten elite athletes about the correlation between various bodily sensations and specific physiological states (e.g. particular heart rate zone). Leveraging these findings, in our recent study, we discovered that not only do elite athletes reflect on their sensations through objective measures, but also non-elite athletes can ‘guess’ the measured metrics (e.g. heart rate) without checking their sports trackers (Karahanoğlu et al., 2024).

In their work, Mencarini et al. (Mencarini et al., 2019) delve into the diverse roles that wearables play in supporting athletes across various levels of expertise. Ultimately, they question whether wearables may be over-quantifying the sports experience while transforming physical activities into analysable digital data. This question can also be extended to examining the subjective experience and psychological impacts of sport data on athletes. Despite its numerous benefits, tracking sport data also presents challenges that athletes need to consider. For example, tracking risks focusing too heavily on quantifiable aspects of performance, resulting in negative self-attention while engaging in data (Eikey et al., 2021) and potentially neglecting subjective factors like motivation.

Overemphasis on data can lead to a reductionist view of sports performance, leading to an unhealthy obsession with or ‘being emotionally invested in’ numbers (Mopas and Huybregts, 2020; Snooks et al., 2022). Besides, the technology may not always provide an accurate or complete representation of performance, and constant monitoring can increase pressure on athletes (Palsa and Mertala, 2023), leading to anxiety, stress, feeling overwhelmed and confusion (Coşkun and Karahanoğlu, 2023). Due to the complexity of some metrics presented to athletes, these insights may not always be translated into actionable insights (Bentvelzen et al., 2023b). Knowing that every aspect of their performance is being tracked can be daunting and may detract the athletes from the
joy and spontaneity of sports. These lead us to further unpack the motivational and experiential aspects of sport data from the lens of Self-Determination Theory.

4. SPORT DATA AND SELF-DETERMINATION THEORY

Self-Determination Theory (SDT) and its six mini theories investigate people’s perceptions of the world, meaning attributions and emotional experiences, with underlying mechanisms involved in healthy self-organization (Ryan and Deci, 2017). It focuses on understanding and explaining the situational and contextual factors that support or thwart the functions of these underlying mechanisms essential to one’s life. We argue that sport data is one of those new contextual factors that facilitate or undermine healthy human functioning within the context of sports. Because sport data includes various performance metrics, statistics and feedback gathered before, during and after training or competition, SDT and its mini theories provide insights into how sport data shapes motivation in sports. Table 1 provides an overview of these mini theories and how our paper benefits from them. Next, we will zoom in on and benefit from the mini theories of SDT to articulate and reflect on the roles of sport data in athletes’ experience and flourishing.

TABLE 1. Six Mini Theories of SDT and Their Relations to Motivational Roles of Sport Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mini Theory</th>
<th>The theory ...</th>
<th>This paper benefits from the theory to ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Psychological Needs Theory (BPNT)</td>
<td>Explains three basic psychological needs (i.e., autonomy, competence, and relatedness) and the interplay between them (Ryan and Deci, 2017; Ryan and Deci, 2018a; Vansteenkiste et al., 2020).</td>
<td>Reflect on the motivational roles of sport data in athletes’ experience and flourishing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships Motivation Theory (RMT)</td>
<td>Discusses the relationship between autonomy and relatedness needs (Ryan and Deci, 2018b).</td>
<td>Illustrate how sport data works like an external factor for fostering and thwarting intrinsic motivation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Evaluation Theory (CET)</td>
<td>Addresses intrinsic motivation in human flourishing and how external events, rewards and feedback can foster or thwart intrinsic motivation (Vansteenkiste et al., 2006; Ryan and Deci, 2017; Ryan and Deci, 2018c).</td>
<td>Explain the causal relations between an athlete’s actions and the sport data as the outcome of these actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organismic Integration Theory (OIT)</td>
<td>Explains how individuals internalise extrinsic motivation (Ryan and Deci, 2002; Ryan and Deci, 2017; Ryan and Deci, 2018e).</td>
<td>Articulate how sport data functions as part of intrinsic (e.g., growth) and extrinsic (e.g., fame) goals and to support the well-being of athletes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causality Orientations Theory (COT)</td>
<td>Illustrates four extrinsic motivation regulation processes (Ryan and Deci, 2018b).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal Contents Theory (GCT)</td>
<td>Explore why individuals engage in goals and aspirations and how different life goals impact people’s motivation and overall well-being (Deci and Ryan, 2000; Ryan and Deci, 2017; Ryan and Deci, 2018d).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, autonomy is one’s ability to control, choose and self-regulate one’s experiences and activities (Ryan and Deci, 2017). The fulfilment of the need for autonomy is supported by offering meaningful choice and structure while reducing the influence of controlling factors such as completion-contingent rewards (e.g., the rewards given after a task is completed) and controlling self-talk (e.g., internal dialogue that controls the behaviour of human being, often as a mirror of external pressures) (Ryan and Deci, 2017).

We see that sport data supports autonomy by offering flexibility and variability (i.e., choice) in sports training practice. This is seen in the form of data-driven workout suggestions and personalization of practice (Nylander and Tholander, 2016, Katharina Willamowski et al., 2022). Sport data, however, is also involved in undermining autonomy, as rewarding mechanisms related to using sport data harm autonomy (see 4.2 for further explanation). Furthermore, the in-act monitoring of sport data can enforce performance norms and invite external perceived locus of causality when individuals feel that they need to exercise at pre-determined (often well-rounded) intensity levels (Karahanoğlu et al., 2021).

Second, competence is the feeling of being effective in ongoing interactions with one’s environment and being capable in one’s activities (Ryan and Deci, 2002; Ryan and Deci, 2017). It can be thwarted very quickly when the activity is too challenging, or the individual receives personal criticism about the outcome of an activity (Ryan and Deci, 2017). In sports context, competence is found to energize individuals’ sporting experience, motivate them to master their activities and not ‘fall behind’ (Pelletier et al., 1995, Podlog and Eklund, 2006).

Sport data may interact with competence in various ways. It enables athletes to draw (meaningful) comparisons either in terms of their past performances (aligning more with a mastery mindset) or in comparison to others (aligning more with a performance mindset). Sport data may also help athletes in seeking an optimal challenge. With vast amounts of sport data publicly available, athletes are enabled to find routines, training plans and (virtual) adversaries that offer an optimal level of challenge. This optimal level of challenge is highly individual
and depends, amongst others, on the athlete’s mindset (Nicholls, 1984; Dweck, 1986).

Third, relatedness is the need to feel connected to others and cared for by loved ones (Ryan and Deci, 2017). To satisfy the need for relatedness, it is equally important to experience oneself as both giving to and receiving from others (Ryan and Deci, 2018g). Relationships Motivation Theory (Ryan and Deci, 2016b) further highlights the importance of the connection between relatedness and autonomy needs, such that receiving autonomy support from related partners facilitates emotional reliance on them. Yet, poorer quality relationships may result from the misalignment between relatedness and autonomy, resulting in conditional reliance in social relations (e.g. only if you do this, I will do that).

Sport data can also support relatedness. Numerous sports apps allow athletes to publicly share their sport data, which shapes the sports experience when the athlete is in the moment and when the activity is over. For some, sharing sports activity data on social platforms emerges from the need to receive the support and approval of others (Stragier et al., 2015), or responding to what others share may contribute in other ways to their own perceived fulfillment of a need for relatedness. For others, sharing live data offers a means to stay connected to their loved ones at home. For example, several sports watches enable the live sharing of heart rate data, location, speed and other metrics from which loved ones at home may derive that their significant other is doing well on long trails.

Beyond sharing data, SportsHCI research explored more profound ways of supporting relatedness by creating data-driven social support networks that rely on more than immediate peer comparisons (Mueller et al., 2010; Daiber et al., 2013; Curmi et al., 2017). Wozniak et al. (Wozniak et al., 2015), for instance, created an application that enables family and close friends to actively support long-distance runners on their trials rather than merely ‘following their metrics from a distance’. However, sport data may also subvert the sense of relatedness. Ruminating about judgements related to sports performance data might negatively affect intrinsic motivation. This might be a way of craving external validation, leading to a ‘dark pattern of relatedness’. For example, one might become dependent on positive feedback or need to show off and perceive that other people are envious of one’s performance. Sharing sport data but not getting any response might also negatively impact the sense of relatedness.

### 4.2. Roles of sport data in intrinsic sport motivation

Cognitive Evaluation Theory (CET) deals with intrinsic motivation. It explains how the social context (e.g. social sports platforms), external factors (e.g. data-driven rewards) and activity-dependent feedback (e.g. performance data) support or thwart intrinsic motivation (Vansteenkiste et al., 2006; Ryan and Deci, 2017; Ryan and Deci, 2018c). Accordingly, intrinsic motivation is enhanced when individuals have different choices and feel a sense of control over their activities.

CET articulates that autonomy and competence are the primary antecedents of intrinsic motivation, and intrinsically motivated individuals are more likely to experience higher satisfaction than extrinsically motivated individuals (Ryan and Deci, 2000a). For intrinsically motivated individuals, performing a behavior and moving towards new challenges is autonomous (Ryan and Deci, 2018e). Even though intrinsic motivation is not about the active pursuit of enjoyment, the reward of the behavior is the feeling of enjoyment (Ryan and Deci, 2018g), which is a by-product of full immersion in an activity (Vansteenkiste et al., 2010). Such competence, in turn, promotes optimal activity engagement. In contrast, intrinsic motivation is undermined when individuals are presented with strict(er) rules or other controlling factors that reduce their sense of control in their activities (Vansteenkiste et al., 2006; Ryan and Deci, 2017; Ryan and Deci, 2018c). Based on these, we can illustrate various ways sports data interacts with the psychological need for autonomy and competence and influences intrinsic motivation (see Table 3 for illustrative examples and outcomes).

Sport data may promote or thwart the need for autonomy through external factors like rewards (Postma et al., 2023). For example, trophies, awards and virtual badges that sport data facilitates as an outcome of performance can enhance intrinsic motivation. At the same time, these external rewards might also thwart and undermine intrinsic motivation [see also: (Ryan and Deci, 2000c)]. Sport data may thwart the need for autonomy through (imposed) goals and the threat of punishment. For example, recent research showed that athletes may feel the need to ‘hit the numbers’ when wearing a tracker during sports (Karahanoğlu et al., 2021). This effect is strengthened when performance is framed in terms of normative evaluations, such as you should run 60 minutes at 5:00 to have training benefit or this exercise did not have sufficient intensity and duration to have a training effect. The feeling of constant evaluation even prompted a countermovement among

### TABLE 2. Basic Needs and Their Relations with Sport Data in Athlete Flourishing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Sport Data may foster the basic need through</th>
<th>Sport Data may undermine the basic need through</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Autonomy      | One’s ability to self-control, choose and self-regulate their experiences and activities | • Flexibility and variability sports training practice  
• Data-driven workout suggestions  
• Personalisation of sports practice | • Over-rewarding the athlete  
• Enforcing performance norms  
• Controlling training choices too much rather than offering room for negotiation and own choice |
| Competence    | Feeling of being effective in ongoing interactions with one’s environment and being capable in one’s activities | • Facilitating meaningful comparisons  
• Foster seeking optimal challenge and performance  
• Sharing data publicly with others, staying connected | • Creating criticism about under-performance or performance decline  
• Creating concerns and ruminations about social judgement and criticism |
| Relatedness   | Being connected to others and cared for by loved ones                      |                                                                                                             |                                                                                                             |
Effects of Sport Data on Intrinsic Motivation

Deci and Ryan's Theory of Self-Determination

Personal records (e.g. predicted personal best time of half marathon) and skill-balancing mechanics (i.e. no award if exercise streak is broken) can facilitate an athlete's sense of mastery (e.g. achievement in satisfying basic psychological needs).

Table 4 shows the effects of sport data on intrinsic motivation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Related Basic need</th>
<th>Examples of supporting/thwarting influence of sport data</th>
<th>Potential outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>Trophies, awards and virtual badges that sport data facilitates as an outcome of performance</td>
<td>+ Self-satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streak badges (i.e. no award if exercise streak is broken)</td>
<td>+ Feeling of enjoyment—Reduce self-value and self-enjoyment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personal records (e.g. predicted personal best time of half marathon)</td>
<td>+ Sense of control and mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skill-balancing mechanics</td>
<td>+ Fun, engagement, and self-esteem—Demoralizing—Loss of control over their sporting journey and achievements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data-driven non/constructive messages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Runners' results, resulting in athletes sometimes abandoning their sport watches (Mertal and Palsa, 2023).

The work of (Deci et al., 1999) explains how the above-described shift results from sport data: even though rewards can be appealing, they can be detrimental to internal motivation and negatively impact interest and free-choice behaviour. This, external gratification might negatively affect intrinsic motivation (Weinberg and Gould, 2023). For example, even if an athlete is intrinsically motivated to perform (Matosic and Cox, 2014), an over-controlled way of using rewards and feedback about sports performance thwarts athletes' intrinsic motivation. An example would be the number of athletes an athlete was surpassed by (i.e. negative competence feedback).

Sport data may promote the need for competence through self-directed learning and motivational feedback which enhances athlete's sense of control (see Table 3 for illustrative examples and outcomes). For example, providing the recorded and predicted 'personal bests' enhances an athlete's sense of mastery (e.g. you can do this!). Meanwhile, sports technology can help athletes seek out optimal challenges by (virtually) connecting them to athletes worldwide with similar skill sets or abilities. Especially, 'hidden balancing' techniques show promise in promoting fun, engagement and self-esteem (Postma et al., 2022).

Still, how data-driven feedback is delivered can significantly impact an athlete's sense of competence. Negative feedback can be demoralizing, especially if not constructive or delivered without sensitivity to the athlete's effort and improvement. Communicating data-driven insights to support learning and growth is crucial, rather than merely highlighting deficiencies. Finally, athletes might feel their competence is under constant surveillance if their performance data is continuously monitored, analysed and discussed without consent or involvement. This can lead to a sense of loss of control over their sporting journey and achievements.

4.3. Roles of sport data in sport motivation regulation

Cognitive Evaluation Theory (COT) explains that individuals' motivational orientations are shaped by the causal relations between individuals' actions and the outcomes of these actions (Ryan and Deci, 2018b). It provides a more nuanced framework for explaining the different types of extrinsic motivation and deals with the dynamics of extrinsic motivation. It hypothesizes that satisfaction of the three basic psychological needs fosters the internalization of values and beliefs (Ryan and Deci, 2002; Ryan and Deci, 2018e). The drive to satisfy basic psychological needs can lead to six distinct behaviour regulation orientations (i.e. amotivation, external regulation, introjected regulation, regulation through identification, integrated regulation and intrinsic regulation—Table 4). Autonomy, competence and relatedness impact behaviour to varying degrees and Organismic Integration Theory (OIT) regards these regulation styles as a continuum. Through these regulation styles, a behaviour can later be internalized. Therefore, these regulation types are fundamental to understanding the value of extrinsic motivation in satisfying basic psychological needs.

Motivational orientations shape the athlete's behaviour and experience as well. For example, a swimmer who voluntarily engages with their stroke metrics during swimming has intrinsic motivation to use sport data, as they recognize the importance of monitoring their swimming technique. On the other hand, when they engage with those metrics just because they are motivated to please their coach, they show a more extrinsic motivation to use sport data.

Of the regulation types, amotivation, perhaps the least relevant regulation type for sport data, describes the state in which individuals see no value or interest in the behaviour, possibly partially due to their perceived incompetence (Ryan and Deci, 2018e). For those individuals, sport data can have neither an intrinsic nor extrinsic role in driving sports experience (see Table 4 for exemplar athlete thoughts in sport data use).

Among the four extrinsic motivation regulation styles, external regulation is the least autonomous form of extrinsic motivation that relies on external behaviour controllers (Ryan and Deci, 2018e). External regulation works best to reverse diminished self-determination and uses sport data as a means to an end; data-driven behaviour regulation, such as external rewards, punishments, or regulations, becomes the motivational element (e.g. athletes track sport data because their coach sets performance targets).

Introjected regulation, on the other hand, involves a form of extrinsic motivation characterized by internalized controls and is tied explicitly to affective and self-esteem contingencies. Individuals under introjected regulation may engage with sport data to avoid shame (e.g. hiding specific metrics from training summaries for self-pride) or to seek validation from other athletes (e.g. sharing training summaries for the attention of the general public for seeking worth).

Identified regulation signifies extrinsic motivation that has been embraced as personally valued and essential. This regulation style can integrate the sport data as external regulation with individuals’ self-concept, goals and values, resulting in more self-determined and autonomous motivations (e.g. understanding performance data to set realistic goals aligned with their values of well-being).

Finally, integrated regulation represents the highest level of internalization along the continuum. Extrinsic motivation in

---

### 4.4. Roles of sport data in sport goals and aspirations

Goal Contents Theory (GCT) explores why individuals engage in goals and aspirations and how different life goals impact people’s motivation and overall well-being (Vansteenkiste et al., 2006; Ryan and Deci, 2018d). Not all goals are equally important to pursue (Ryan et al., 1996) and attaining some goals will satisfy basic psychological needs more than others (Ryan and Deci, 2018d).

GCT tackles goal attainment from the value-expectancy perspective, which states that people’s goal adoption is affected by the expected value of the goal achievement. These values can have intrinsic (e.g. personal growth) or extrinsic (e.g. fame and image) aspirations (Ryan et al., 1996). Empirical findings show that the more an individual prioritizes extrinsic goals, the lower their well-being outcomes will be, as pursuing intrinsic goals satisfies basic psychological needs more than extrinsic goals (Ryan et al., 2008; Ryan and Deci, 2018d).

GCT highlights the importance of different types of goals (i.e. performance and growth) on motivation and well-being. Sport data plays a vital role in setting meaningful goals and assisting the athletes with insights into their performance in-act and progress in practice. It can work like an instrument that shapes and affects goal prioritization for athletes and assists them in setting and achieving goals effectively. It further helps athletes set short-term and long-term goals in their sporting endeavours, enabling them to contemplate and make informed decisions about their goal progress (Locke and Latham, 2019). Sport data also makes the achievability of goals visible to athletes. This allows more intricate goals (e.g. keeping minimum deviation in orienteering (Nylander and Tholander, 2016)) that require high-level planning.

In contrast, sport data may lead to goal-related negative consequences. For example, setting performance goals that are too challenging can harm physical performance (Kingston and Wilson, 2008; Swann et al., 2021). As such, heavily relying on data-driven and quantitative goals can create anxiety and rumination in goal pursuit (see Ekhtiar et al., 2023). Unrealistic expectations driven by the use of sports data in-act and practice can lead to athletes neglecting their body’s limitations and their embodied well-being in sports. For example, constant data monitoring and analysis can lead to increased risk of training decisions that lead to (potential for) harm. Impulsive, well-rounded, quantitative sporting goals, such as ‘running a marathon under four hours’ or ‘completing a straight 10 kilometres’, shape the way the sport data is experienced.

Hence, properly framing goals (e.g. Ekhtiar et al., 2023) ensures athletes are not overly fixated on limited numbers. First, they should make their decisions well – and not only – based on data. Second, having more focus (also) on intrinsic aspects of their performance and growth could help them listen to their body and make better-calibrated decisions, not just through data but also through a deep understanding of their body.

Emphasizing intrinsic motivation, focusing on individual differences and recognizing sports’ broader pleasures and benefits beyond numerical achievements can help create a more positive and fulfilling sports experience. This might be why recreational runners have a particular goal to foster the use of specific technology (e.g. heart rate monitor in running). In contrast, the use of technology can discontinue after achieving goals, as athletes may not see a benefit in being invested in data after goal achievement (Mertala and Palsa, 2023).
5. DISCUSSION

So far, we have demonstrated that sport data has multiple intrinsic and extrinsic roles in sporting experience through the lens of Self-Determination Theory (SDT). We articulated how the SDT mini-theories can contribute to further understanding an athlete’s various positive and negative experiences with and through sport data. We illustrated that sport data can enhance but also thwart sports motivation. But how can we deliberately design the use of sport data for it to be experienced with less negative consequences or to positively alter the sports experience in-act or in-practice? To tackle these questions, we will provide five emerging discussion points and related design implications to help future Sports-HCI research: (1) supporting athletes’ self-value, (2) assessing the long-term impacts of sport data, (3) re-qualifying the sports experience, (4) moving beyond screens and (5) towards unpacking sport data experience (SDX).

5.1. Supporting athletes’ self-value

We highlighted that the obsession with sport data (Westlake, 2020) and the attitude towards hitting the numbers (Mopas and Huybregts, 2020; Karahanoglu et al., 2021) have a real impact on sport participation. Irrational beliefs emerging from contemplating performance metrics can thwart an athlete’s autonomy and competence (see Section 4.3, (Turner, 2016; Ryan and Deci, 2018b)). On the other hand, treating oneself kindly (i.e. self-compassion) can reduce emotional distress in sports (Ceccarelli et al., 2019). For example, several female hormone-related challenges that female athletes experience (e.g. menstruation disturbances, energy deficit and low bone density (Stand, 2007; Barrack et al., 2013; Adam et al., 2022)) are not yet addressed in SportsHCI, which can be detrimental to female athlete motivation. Hence, SportsHCI should highlight that performance progress is not linear (Den Hartigh et al., 2022) and that setbacks are also part of sports and gameplay.

Loerakker et al. (Loerakker et al., 2024) found that self-compassion is critical in shaping how individuals perceive and react to their data. They observed that the tone of the data visualizations (e.g. positive, neutral and negative) affects people’s self-compassion, indicating that creating visualizations with empathy and insight can enhance positive interactions with personal data. They argued that self-compassion may help decrease self-criticism and rumination, often an unintended side effect of performance-focused tracking tools. In line with these, we argue that sport data can also result in self-devaluation and self-critique, which can thwart intrinsic sports motivation.

One way to overcome such attitudes and beliefs is to support athletes’ self-value and self-care by balancing objective and subjective sports measures. Rather than solely focusing on the milestones and achievements through sport data, SportsHCI could focus more on discovering ways to foster athletes’ self-appreciation (Elvitigala et al., 2024). These ways can be celebrating the flow and enjoyment in sports (e.g. feeling one has enjoyed and appreciated nature in sports (Mueller and Young, 2018)) or pleasant exhaustion rather than acknowledging the excessive pain. We believe such ways of acknowledging determination, perseverance and appreciation (e.g. I kept going or I enjoyed it), as much as top performance and personal bests (e.g. I am good) will foster the intrinsic motivation (as we discussed in 4.1 and 4.2; (Ryan and Deci, 2018a; Ryan and Deci, 2018c)) especially in athletes’ perceived fail moments.

5.2. Assessing the long-term impacts of sport data

Feedback can be crucial for learning and task performance, depending on how it is framed and presented (Lam et al., 2011). We showed that it can also be harmful when it is centred on the self-level and is only for evaluating personal performance (i.e. how good am I?). On the other hand, it is perceived to be more constructive when the feedback is task-oriented and focused on the progress, process and improvement (i.e. how do I improve? Or how can I keep going?) (Lam et al., 2011). We argue that, in the context of sports, framing of feedback and sport data can lead to positive experiences as well as confrontational, cold and distant experiences. For example, from the lens of SDT [see Ryan and Deci, 2018d; Ryan et al., 1996], constantly highlighting a decreasing trend in an athlete’s performance and emphasizing that they are not reaching their performance goals can be demotivating, when there is limited room for sports performance improvement (e.g. due to an acute injury, or ageing). We think such a context-insensitive way of using sport data in giving feedback undermines athletes’ competence and intrinsic motivation.

On the other hand, we do not argue that sports technology should refrain from collecting data and providing feedback about athletes’ mistakes and points of improvement. It already offers valuable insights and feedback, informs the athletes about their injury proneness or signals for overtraining and prevents potential sports participation precluding trends. The athletes should be well-informed that the efficacy of input data and the analysis heavily relies on their physiologies and skills.

The key point is that the interaction with sport data should be thoughtfully designed to inspire the athletes. Sport data will continue contributing to athletes’ sensemaking of the data [e.g. (Coşkun and Karahanoglu, 2023)] and modifying their lifestyle choices and sporting behaviours. Therefore, we argue that SportsHCI should tackle a more caring and compassionate approach to support athletes in understanding their sports practice and exploring ways to maintain their long-term well-being.

5.3. Moving beyond the screens

We showed earlier that SportsHCI is beyond data collection in and about sports. The emerging challenge for SportsHCI is to shift the focus from developing tools to solely increase the data accuracy towards developing novel ways of addressing the subjective experiences related to sport data to motivate a variety of practices intrinsically. We argue that it is time for SportsHCI to refrain from the ‘there is an app/dashboard for this’ approach and move beyond the screens to better support the basic psychological needs and intrinsic motivation of athletes. This challenge entails developing fresh and unconventional ways of communicating data.

Novel ways of data-driven feedback and reflection have already captivated the interest of various scholars. For example, (Restrepo et al., 2022) discuss creating balanced sports training through tangible reflection interfaces. Meanwhile, data physicalization (Jansen et al., 2015) has intrigued many HCI researchers. For example, 3D-printed objects (Khot et al., 2020) or the use of Legos (Bentvelzen et al., 2023a) to make the data understandable or memorable seem to work for this purpose (Bae et al., 2022). Additionally, sonification (i.e. sound as a way of data communication (van Rheden et al., 2020)) has emerged as a promising approach. Still, representing and communicating dynamic, multi-faced and life-long sport data representations remains challenging for SportsHCI.
Another way to move beyond the screens is to gain a deeper understanding of the psychological needs of athletes. In this paper, adopting an athlete-centred approach, we employed SDT to illustrate the gaps between what the data tells and how the athletes experience it. However, more research is needed to bridge the sports psychology and SportsHCI research domains. Recent attempts such as activity-centric design (Márquez Segura et al., 2016), towards teaching facilitation (Reidsma et al., 2022) and movement-based design (Vega-Cebrián et al., 2023) are good starting points to get to a more athlete and sports-centric way of designing for SportsHCI that moves away from a technology-solutionist orientation.

5.4. Re-qualifying subjective sporting experience

In Section 3, we showed that quantification of sports performance has fundamentally altered the act and practice of sports, and these alterations are not always for the better. In the act of sports, knowing about performance can be demotivating and frustrating, and these feelings can distract the athletes’ attention from the experience of flow (Csikszentmihalyi and Jackson, 1999). For some athletes, satisfaction of basic needs like autonomy (i.e. self-regulating one’s sports actions) and competence (i.e. dealing with the challenges of the sports activity) [see (Ryan and Deci, 2018a)] are more rewarding than performing to reach the quantifiable standards, which can overshadow the intrinsic joy of sports that initially attracts the athletes.

Meanwhile, the qualified self is a recent trend in self-tracking-related studies [e.g. (Van Koningsbruggen et al., 2022; Niess and Woźniak, 2018)]. It is about paying attention to lived bodily experiences over seemingly objective measures. Understanding and valuing these lived experiences can offer deeper insights than just meeting performance-based objectives. This way of thinking is also important for SportsHCI. For example, the same metrics (e.g. V(IO2 max) might have different connotations for different athletes (Karahanoğlu et al., 2024)). Furthermore, athletes might experience the same data values differently: the exact value might represent a personal best for one and an absolute worst for someone else.

For us, it is of utmost importance to help athletes make their subjective interpretations by supporting subjective but trustworthy and meaningful data use experiences. Therefore, we call on SportsHCI researchers to explore the ‘experience (re)qualification’ and reanimate the view that the quality of the experience is as important as what the sport data concretely implies. We hope that SportsHCI will contemplate these subjectivities more often and abandon the view of accepting performance parameters as the only important measure of sports, thus embracing the subjectivity of the experiences.

5.5. Towards unpacking sport data experience (SDX)

Our arguments in the earlier sections illustrated that sport data may support or undermine the fulfilment of psychological needs and that it shapes athletes’ regulation styles, motives and goals. Such use of sport data is not inherently harmful or detrimental to intrinsic motivation. Instead, it encourages athletes to choose whatever data fits their goals and motivations better. In our view, Self-Determination Theory (Ryan and Deci, 2000b; Ryan and Deci, 2017; Ryan and Deci, 2018g) offers an invaluable grounding for understanding these subjective experiences: what roles does the sport data take, and what drives the athletes to train for and engage in sports? In this paper, we explored the way sport data influences, affects and shapes the sports experience. Yet, the athletes’ sport data experience (SDX) is not been fully explored yet. For example, one can experience moments of ecstasy when one achieves a target lactate threshold value after prolonged training; connectivity issues can result in frustration if data tracking is abruptly disrupted; the athlete’s focus can be directed inwards through considering physiological measurement data. Sport data can be experienced as encouraging or as demanding, depending on circumstances. Contemplating the sport data itself can yield and incentivize a vast array of (novel) experiences.

We propose that Sport Data Experience (SDX) concerns the subjective and multifaceted ways athletes interact with, perceive, and are influenced by sport data in the context of their training, performance and overall engagement with their sport. It is shaped by several factors, including athletes’ psychological needs, personal goals and motivations and the specific context in which the data is used and interpreted. This experience encompasses athletes’ psychological, emotional and behavioural responses to collecting, analysing and interpreting sport data. The impact of SDX extends beyond mere numbers and statistics. We showed from the lens of SDT that it profoundly affects an athlete’s behavioural and psychological state. Behaviourally, SDX can lead to adjustments in training intensity, technique modifications and even alterations in competitive strategies. SDX can boost confidence and motivation, while it might also challenge an athlete’s self-esteem and resilience. Emotionally, athletes might experience joy upon achieving a personal best or frustration when data indicates underperformance.

Finally, we argue that the data is not the only way to the gold. We acknowledge that temporarily pausing sports tracking and not using sport data are also part of the game. Drawing parallel habits to many self-trackers [e.g. (Epstein et al., 2015)], athletes can choose to take a break from collecting data. Creating awareness that data is just a reflection tool and that our bodies are our source of data is crucial. Therefore, SportsHCI should focus more on boosting athletes’ self-competence by helping athletes train more with their intuitions. Data’s role in reflecting with intuition and learning to become better at listening to one’s body could be highlighted more profoundly (Rapp and Tirabeni, 2018). This way, the Sport Data Experience (SDX) becomes a ‘growth-oriented’ (Dweck, 1986; Ryan and Deci, 2018d) recent journey to the self that contributes to the lifelong athlete’s well-being.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we defined sport data and its use in sporting performance by bridging SportsHCI studies with the insights we gain from Self-Determination Theory and sports psychology. We uncovered the intricate relations between the objective measures that sports technology provides and the resulting rise in motivational aspects for athletes. Our starting argument for this paper was to articulate that subjective experiences of sport data and the motivational aspects of it can go beyond performance metrics. We illustrated five emerging points of attention for SportsHCI to further investigate the effects of sport data on sports performance. In the end, we called for attention to the relations as an input, developing new tools and methods to unpack dimensions of Sport Data Experience beyond the data-driven feedback and screens. We hope that the research agenda we provide in this paper inspires further SportsHCI studies and elaborations on the thoughts we provide in this paper.
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